SharkBateNFTs Whitepaper
Dive in
This month, SharkBate will release its first set of NFTs! We want all of our future
supporters to understand that SharkBate is more than an NFT collection. SharkBait Ntfs
strives to create a safe and fun environment and community for all of our fishy- friends!
Join the SharkBate community as we bring merch, P2e gamification, and a future
cartoon series to life. In order to further fulfill SharkBate’s mission of making a change,
5% of initial sales will be donated to ocean clean-up initiatives!
In the short & long term, we have set up a distinguished roadmap for SharkBate’s
current and future plans.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SharkBate NFTs
SharkBate Mobile & Browser Game
SharkBate Clothing & More
SharkBate Comics
SharkBate Animated Series
6. SharkBate & Metaverse

PHASE 1
SharkBate NFTs
OUr decision for making a SharkBateNFTs collection, is to build a supportive community
that sees our vision, helps us build and grow into more than another NFT collection.
Our initial NFT collection consists of 4,444 hand drawn variations of our mascot and
protagonist in the universe of SharkBate, Bate the Fish.
The story behind the NFTs is that big corporations have dumped radiation into the
ocean affecting all sea creatures causing them to mutate, thus causing Bate to have a
bunch of funky looks we hope you enjoy and hold on to during this journey!
Holders of NFTs will be included in future airdrop events see “SharkBate Comics” and
“SharkBate & Metaverse” for more...

SharkBate Mobile & Browser Game
SharkBate: The Game you play as Bate the Fish in one of our many game modes such
as Survival or Endless collecting bait to increase your score all while dodging obstacles
and being chased by our fearsome antagonist Gillz the shark, the game is set to release
via iOs and Android sometime this month. The game was created using Vylocity a free
cloud-based game creation service. We also have plans of turning our browser version
of the game into a P2E game and releasing it on our website allowing players to
connect there wallets connected to the Solana Mainnet.

PHASE 2
SharkBate Clothing & More…
SharkBate originally started as a small “urban” or “street-wear” clothing line that uses
the mascot as the main component of the design. This merch line will include t-shirts,
hoodies, joggers, and potentially other accessories. We want to stick with to our roots
so this one of the biggest things we plan to push we want people to rock or gear and
supporting the #FriendsNotFood movement. Later down the line we are hoping to
expand our merchandise releasing toys, fluffies, bathroom items, and more.

SharkBate Comics
A major goal of the team is to release weekly comic shorts on our SharkBate social
media accounts to keep everyone up to date on Bate and his antics with Gillz. With a
potential airdropped NFT for our collection holders.

PHASE 3
SharkBate Animated Series
One of the major visions for SharkBate are animated shorts. The team envisions a
series of animated shorts around 30-45 seconds, released weekly or monthly
(considering how everything goes) on Youtube,Tik Tok, Instagram, and other outlets.

The series will revolve around Bate, the protagonist and loveable mascot, and the most
ferocious shark in the sea, Gillz the shark.

SharkBate & Metaverse
Finally, bringing the SharkBate universe to our holders via the metaverse. Our first plan is to
release a SharkBate pet users can interact with in VR/AR, PC, and mobile devices. With this
unique NFT pet of Bate users will be able to update his fishbowl, feed Bate, and increase his
level also earning “SharkBate Tokens”. Holders of our 2D NFT collections will be airdropped the
basic default pet Bate!

